September 2020

The Community Centre is CLOSED until further notice!

Manager’s Corner

MISSING YOU

As the summer winds down, I reflect on the
departing season with mixed feelings. I love summers in B.C.
but this was a summer of many challenges. Covid changed
our lives quite drastically and we’ve had to adapt to new
ways of living. On the other hand, how fortunate were we
that Covid hit in the spring rather than the fall? Can you
imagine going into initial lockdown as we moved into the
cold, dark, dreary months of winter? At least we were able to
spend time outdoors, socialising in a way we could not have
indoors, enjoying the lovely weather and this beautiful
province. Changed travel plans kept us closer to home and
taught us to appreciate our own backyard.

Meeting friends at a safe distance
to catch up, face-to-face,
is energizing and empowering
even at our slowed-down pace.
People do need people
that is a well-known fact,
and not to be able to gather
has created a significant impact.
Our KinVillage Community Centre
is still closed for safety’s sake.
Sorely missed by many of us,
it’s a longing, a big heartache.

Now, as we transition to Fall, we have to adapt once again to
the coming months. We cannot underestimate the toll that
social isolation, lack of sunshine, and lack of movement can
have on our physical, emotional, and mental well-being. So
let’s plan for it! As the saying goes….an ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure (though that should be converted to
metric!). Plan to go for a walk...even if it’s raining. Plan to call
a friend who lives alone….even if you don’t feel like it! Plan
ways to keep your mind active….even if you think it’s not
important. And as noted on page 7, stock up on Vitamin D! If
we make a plan for what’s ahead, we’ll mitigate the negative
effects. Until then, enjoy the continuing beautiful weather we
have been blessed with this summer!

Phone calls, texts, emails,
and the occasional Zoom,
are good ways to stay connected
but I’d rather be in the same room.
Keep distance, stay safe, wear a face
mask,
are still rules we need to live by.
But we can get outdoors, enjoy
nature,
and greet all those passing by.

Jen K.

Stay safe, but know you are missed!
Jean Kay
604 943 9247
poetrytoinspire.com
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KinVillage News

We have lost one of our wonderful long term volunteers and members of the KinVillage
community…...Patricia L. Lorimy.
Pat had been a very active volunteer at the
Community Centre since 1989, offering her talents
in so many areas:

Dinner dances

Special events

Boutique

Luncheons

Book sale

Decorating

Bridge

Poker
She also volunteered at Deltassist. Delta, and
KinVillage in particular, will miss this wonderful
member of our community. Thank you Pat for all
your years of service. May you rest in peace. Our
condolences to Pat’s family and dear friends.
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To KinVillage Volunteers & Members
Let me start by saying how much I miss seeing all of your smiling faces. KinVillage is just not
the same without you here making this place hum with activity, friendship, and laughter. I
have heard from so many of you about how much you miss being here. It would be so nice
to have you back but as you are likely aware, centres for seniors are part of the Phase 5
reopening. That is when the pandemic is over and we are nowhere near that yet.
Secondly, I hope you are keeping well, staying healthy, getting out to enjoy the lovely
weather, and socializing as best you can under the given circumstances. It’s a challenge to
keep some semblance of a routine when you have no reason to leave the house. BUT…..it
is very important to do so. I recently read an article about social isolation. Not only can
isolation create a feeling of loneliness and sadness, it can lead to physical illness,
depression, and even dementia. In a study at UCLA School of Medicine, white blood cells
taken from lonely men and women “appeared to be in a state of high alert, responding the
way they would to a bacterial infection.” A scientist from University of Chicago says
“loneliness is a universal human experience, and being the social animals that we are,
there must be implications when those social connections are not satisfied.” So if you are
feeling isolated and lonely, think of it like you would any physical ailment. A feeling of
connectedness is vital to our physical and mental well being and needs to be addressed as
such.
One of the biggest challenges of connecting with isolated individuals is that most of them
are not on-line, limiting their options for connectedness. It also means they would not be
receiving this newsletter. Thus, if you are aware of someone who could use a voice on the
other end of a phone line, please let me know. I will make calls, and am looking for others
who will do the same.
Help yourself by helping others! A sense of purpose can moderate loneliness, and
volunteering can help with that sense of purpose. Though we cannot have our Volunteers
in the facility at this time, there are a few opportunities to volunteer in other ways.

Click here for an article on How the loneliness of social isolation can affect older adults’ brains.
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Volunteer Opportunities
KinVillage Needs YOU! Looking to give back and feel productive during your ‘down time’?
 Phone calls - if you would you like to connect with isolated seniors over the phone, please contact

Genevieve: gsmith@kinvillage.org / 236-880-4120 or Jen: jkormendy@kinvillage.org 604-943-0155
ext 262. It could be as little as one call per week.
 Grounds Fairy - As I walk around the KV grounds, I have noticed bits of trash here and

there. I realise picking up trash is not glamourous, but there are some benefits: 1) fresh
air 2) exercise 3) being outdoors 4) flexible schedule and pace 5) being your own boss,
and best of all, 6) you’ll get to use a pincher stick as your fairy wand! Wings provided upon
request! Who said it can’t be glamourous!?

A big thank you to KV Volunteers who continue to make a difference at KinVillage during the pandemic!
Susana L. - Line Dance instructor extraordinaire, Susana has not only been volunteer teaching line dance classes
outdoors, she has befriended technology (with the help of her husband) to record and upload classes
for all to enjoy. She has convinced two other instructors to join her and is helping them record and post
their classes as well. Way to go Susana! Thanks to your leadership, KV members are staying active and connected!
Beth S. - KV’s fab Fitness instructor, Beth, has been volunteering her time to keep KV members moving with
fun outdoor classes! And she has stepped out of her comfort zone to go virtual! Way to go Beth! No wonder
your students love you!
Ivor H. - Our bodies aren’t the only ones that need to stay active, and that is where Ivor stepped in. With
Ivor’s Quiz Nights cancelled, he created weekly quizzes to keep KV brains active and exercised! He’s been
emailing quizzes out each week and I’ve included 1-2 of those in each newsletter. Exercise your brain and
check out the one in this newsletter. Thank you Ivor! I know my brain has definitely been challenged.
DeeDee E. - The pandemic did not stop DeeDee from continuing her volunteer duties. She is fortunate to
have an outdoor job, and we are fortunate to have her keeping the garden near the Community Centre
entrance looking great! Thank you DeeDee for your continued efforts.
Yvonne W. and Joan B. - Thanks to Yvonne and Joan for tackling a challenging sewing project, the
Community Centre dividers are going to look great when they are done!
Tony E. - Kudos to Tony for answering the call to weed and clean up a corner of the Community Centre garden.
Molly H. - Cheers to Molly for calling members at the beginning of our closure and for keeping data entry up to date.
Wanda G., June M., and Marie S. - Thanks for making wellness check calls to KV members.
Yvonne W. - A big thanks for making phone calls to our gardeners and to check in on members.
Rotary Club of Tsawwassen - A big hearty thanks to Rotary Club members who committed
their Saturday morning to cleaning up the West Court entrance garden.
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Resources - Physical Well Being
For your safety, please ensure you are regularly self-administering the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PARQ)
prior to exercise.
Delta.ca/docs/default-source/parks-recreation-and-culture/parq-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=2

Classes offered by our amazing KinVillage Instructors:
Susana (Line Dancing Anyone?)
Line dance instructor Susana invites interested individuals to her outdoor class on Fridays at 10:30 am. Please contact Susana for details: susana_ring@yahoo.ca.
Or, if you would like to try line-dancing from the comfort of your home, please check
out Susana’s on-line classes: https://vimeo.com/showcase/line-dancing-with-susana.

Beth (Fitness/Pilates)
Beth continues to offer Covid-conscious outdoor fitness classes. What’s not to love
about working out together, apart? If you’d like to join the fun, contact Beth at:
beth.shorten.99@gmail.com
You can also find Beth’s classes on-line at Susana’s link:
https://vimeo.com/showcase/line-dancing-with-susana

Jilena (Yoga)
As long as the weather holds, Jilena is teaching physically
distanced backyard yoga classes at 9:30am on Wednesdays
and Fridays. Please contact Jilena for details:
jilena008@gmail.com.

Robin (Zumba)
Robin has two 60-minute videos to share with her students.
Please contact her directly for access to what I am sure are some FUN workouts:
robeen28@hotmail.com

Coming soon to a screen near you!

Shari (Dancercise)

Colin (Tai Chi)

Good news for Shari and Colin’s students who have been missing their
classes! Stay tuned. Recording to start shortly!
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Wellness Resources
What is social
prescribing?

CHAIR
MASSAGE

Social Prescribing is a pathway
from your doctor or nurse
practitioner’s office to local,
non-clinical services for people
who could use a little help
connecting to their community or learning how to
take care of their health and wellbeing. The social
prescribing program has been adapted like many
other community services due to COVID-19 however
there are still many ways we can provide you with
support to meet health goals, connect with
community resources and maintain your wellbeing
throughout this challenging time. Please call
Genevieve Smith-Seniors Community
Connector for Ladner and Tsawwassen at
236-880-4120 or gsmith@kinvillage.org.
for more information.

Does your body
need a little TLC?
Contact Sue for a
safe home visit.

FOOT CARE
If your feet are in need
of TLC, please contact
Laura, the foot care
nurse, at 604-908-5311,
to set up an
appointment.

Laura before

Laura is
available for
safe home
visits.

Laura now
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Falls & Injury Prevention
In case you missed it, here is the summary from Fraser Health’s excellent Fall Prevention Session offered in August……….

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO PREVENT FALLS

PART 1: VISION & MEDICATION
Falls are the leading cause of injury
20-30% of seniors experience 1+ falls each
among older Canadians.
year.

But falls are PREVENTABLE!
VISION

MEDICATION

It is important to have your vision tested once a
year.

Taking 4 or more medications increases the risk of
falling.

VISION INTERVENTIONS

MEDICATION INTERVENTIONS
Postural hypotension can inSitting and
crease your risk for a fall. If your
Standing
blood pressure drops 20+ units
Blood Preswhen you stand from a seated
sure
position, talk to your doctor.
Pump your
Pumping your heels gets the
heels beblood flowing to prevent dizzifore standness when you stand.
ing
It is recommended that individuals aged 50+ take 1200mg of
Check your
calcium per day. The calcium
Calcium
calculator can help determine
how much calcium you get in
your diet.

Correct
your vision

It is recommended that you
always use your most recent
prescription glasses.

Clean your
glasses

Ensuring clear visibility will
minimize your risk for a fall.

Have sufficient
lighting

Installing lights throughout the
house, especially in darker
areas, will minimize your risk
for a fall.

Avoid multifocal lenses

Multi-focal glasses can interfere with depth perception,
increasing your risk for a fall.

Check your
Vitamin D

It is recommended that individuals aged 50+ take 800-2000 IU of
Vitamin D per day.

Use eye
drops correctly

It is important to stay still
when vision is blurry or impaired.

Schedule a
medication
review with
your pharmacist

Medication side effects such as
low blood pressure and drowsiness increase your risk for a fall.
If you are taking 5+ medications,
review your medications every 6
months with your pharmacist.

Modify environment

Increasing the colour contrast
of items in the home such as
furniture or stairs makes it
easier to see.

Call 8-1-1

Speak to a: Nurse: 24/7 •
Registered Dietician or Exercise
Professional: M-F, 9am-5pm •
Pharmacist: 5pm-9am, Daily

LIFELINE
Lifeline is a personal emergency response service that ensures assistance to you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Lifeline also has a pendant with a fall detection alarm system.
For more information, call 1-866-958-9866 or email lifeline@fraserhealth.ca

FRASER HEALTH FALLS PREVENTION MOBILE CLINIC

For more information, please call 604-587-7866 or email us at fallsprevention@fraserhealth.ca

7 Adults Who Take High-Risk Medicines.
Click here for HealthLink BC’s Preventing Falls in Older

Falls & Injury Prevention
WHAT YOU CAN DO TO PREVENT FALLS

PART 2: HOME SAFETY & EXERCISE
Falls are the leading cause of injury
Balance and Strength training can reduce
among older Canadians.
falls by 50%.
HOME SAFETY

EXERCISE

To prevent a fall, the most effective components
are:
Balance Training & Strength Training

Organization is key to keeping your home safe.
HOME SAFETY INTERVENTIONS

EXERCISE INTERVENTIONS

It is especially important to keep
stairs and places where you walk
clear of clutter.

Try to get at
least 150
minutes of
exercise per

Walking does not improve
balance or strength but it is
important for your overall
health.

Remove small throw rugs as they
are easy to trip over.

Use your
daily activities creatively

Balance while brushing your
teeth, take the scenic route,
or exercise while waiting for
the kettle!

Keep common items
within
reach

Keep items you use often where
you can reach easily (between
shoulder and knee height) without using a step stool.

Use an activity tracker

An activity tracker can be
used to keep track of how
many repetitions you do for
each exercise.

Improve
the lighting
in your
home

Consider installing a lamp by your
bedside table, night lights and
brighter lights in dark areas.

Join an exercise class or
challenge a
friend

Make some new friends and
establish a regular exercise
routine.

Install
home safety equipment

Grab bars can be installed next to
your toilet and in the tub/shower
and handrails on every staircase.

Aim for 10
minutes of
activity at a
time

You can gradually increase the
amount of time you spend
doing each exercise.

Always
wear shoes

Wear shoes both inside and outside the house. Avoid going barefoot or wearing loose slippers.

No plopping

Slowly sitting down is a proven and effective way to improve your strength.

Remove
things you
can trip
over
Use nonslip mats in
the bathroom

8-1-1 HealthLink BC
8-1-1 is a free-of-charge provincial health information and advice phone line available in BC.
Qualified Exercise Professionals and Registered Dieticians are available from 9am to 5pm from Monday to Friday, Pharmacists are
available every night from 5pm to 9am and Registered Nurses are available 24/7.

HIP PROTECTORS
Hip protectors are special garments (underwear, shorts, or pants) containing soft pads designed to protect your
hips if you fall.
Hip protectors absorb the force of a fall and divert this force away from the bone. Approved hip protectors such as
HipSaver, SafeHip, and Blue Tree can reduce the risk of hip fracture by up to 70%.

FRASER HEALTH FALLS PREVENTION MOBILE CLINIC

For more information, please call 604-587-7866 or email us at fallsprevention@fraserhealth.ca
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Wellness Challenge Winner says she learned so
much!
Sylvia W. took on the
Wellness Challenge thinking
it would be a good way to
keep herself occupied during
the pandemic, despite being
quite savvy about wellness
topics. What she was not
expecting was how much she
would learn! The biggest
hurdle Sylvia overcame was
the technology aspect. She
learned to navigate Zoom for
live sessions, she joined a
weekly mindfulness session,
she ‘ventured’ virtually into the City to speak with an
astronaut at the H.R. MacMillan Space Centre, and enjoyed
watching the sea life at the Vancouver Aquarium. “I didn't
know I could visit those places from the safety of my
home!”

I want to age like sea glass.
Smoothed by tides,
but not broken.
I want my hard edges to soften.
I want to ride the waves
and go with the flow.

Congratulations Sylvia for taking on each
daily challenge and learning so much along
the way!

I want to catch a wave
and let it carry me

How has COVID-19 impacted your life?

to where I belong.

COVID-19 Survey: Your Current
Experiences and Planning for the Future

I want to be picked up
and held gently by

The team at the SFU Gerontology Research
Centre wants to hear from YOU!

those who delight in my
well earned patina and

If you are age 55 or over and currently living in
Canada, you are invited to participate in a study
about your experiences with COVID-19. It
explores any pandemic-related stressors you
may be experiencing, issues you are facing
regarding healthcare, and any actions you have
taken toward planning for future care. The
online survey will take approximately 15
minutes to complete and there is no
requirement for any personal identification:

appreciate the changes I went
through to achieve that beauty.
I want to enjoy the journey
and always remember that if
you give the ocean something
breakable it will turn it into
something beautiful.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/
covidacpsurvey

I want to age like sea glass.
~ Bernadette Noll ~
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Update on Events
We are continually assessing the ever changing situation, however, it is safe to say we will
not be open for events or hall rentals for the duration of 2020.
Time to get “COVID Creative”!!
Delta Photo Club - Do you enjoy photography? Don’t let COVID stop you from
honing your skills! The Delta Photo Club’s 2020 Season has started and they have
moved online. By joining the club, you will have access to their Zoom meetings from
the safety and comfort of your own home. They hold photography workshops with excellent presenters
and have Digital Nights where you can share your pictures with club members. They hold outings in the
community and maintain full Physical Distancing protocols to keep everyone safe.
They welcome you to join the club! Please visit their website at www.deltaphotoclub.com or email
president@deltaphotoclub.com; learn more about your camera and how to take great photographs.

Jazzercise - Pam’s Jazzercise classes have moved to the Tsawwassen Alliance Church:
Monday/Wednesday/Thursday at 5:30 PM
Monday/Tuesday/Thursday at 9:00 AM.
The class size is restricted so please sign up with Pam in advance: pam@lovejazzercise.com

Silk Threads Christmas Craft Show will be moving to Tsawwassen Mills, Entry 3, Nov. 5-8.
Check out their website: http://www.silkthreadschristmascraftshow.com and Facebook page https://
www.facebook.com/SilkThreadsCraftShow

Book Sale - after 15 years of hosting the very popular KinVillage Book Sale, we regret to
announce that there will be no Book Sale in 2021. Though we cannot accept book donations
until further notice, we hope you will consider us again in the future.

REFUNDS for the following “COVID Cancelled” events have been processed:
 March Luncheon with Brain Zalo (thank you to the many people who donated their ticket price to
KinVillage!)
 Bonnie Kilroe’s DIVAS Show
 Quiz Night
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Things to do….
Calling all ukulele players - or wanna be players!!
KinVillage Instructor Shirley is sharing her favourite on-line resources.
Mentor Jim D’Ville offers 26 FREE lessons on his site:
https://www.playukulelebyear.com/
Phil Dolman’s Two Minute Tips are very good and clearly presented:
https://youtu.be/nHpL-U3qZ9A

For musical entertainment by the Health Arts Society, please check out
The Manouche Trio from the Kootenays.
It’s fun gypsy jazz music you can tap your toes to.
Also on board, for music from around the world, is the Vancouver Guitar Duo.
https://www.healtharts.org/british-columbia

Travel plans cancelled and tired of being stuck at home? Venture to Puerto Rico for a
salsa lesson, tour the beautiful National Parks of the US, study animal behaviour with
San Diego Zoo’s live cams, transport yourself to some of the world's most ornate
theaters, tour museums and art galleries, and step into NASA’s mission control.
https://www.insider.com/museums-theme-parks-offer-virtual-tours-ideal-for-socialdistancing-2020-3#the-san-diego-zoo-has-live-and-archived-videos-of-pandas-polarbears-giraffes-and-other-zoo-animals-13
While COVID-19 can make anyone sick, older Canadians are at a higher risk of
developing serious complications. Use the following resources to learn how you can
prevent COVID-19 and find tips on taking care of your physical and mental health:
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/coronavirus-diseasecovid-19/resources-older-adults-caregivers.html
Join our astronomer Rachel Wang for the latest “Ask an Astronomer” YouTube live stream session.
There’s a different theme each week.
After a short presentation there will be time to answer your questions. If you’d like to ask a question be
sure to join in the chat on the live stream and ask away!

https://www.spacecentre.ca/ask-astronomer-live-stream-2
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Let’s Talk About Dementia
September 2020 is World Alzheimer's Month!
“This is an international campaign to raise dementia awareness, challenge the stigma that
surrounds the condition and encourage people to understand the importance of
recognizing dementia as a disease.”
Dementia Fact Sheet
Dementia is a collective name for progressive degenerative brain syndromes which affect:
memory,
thinking,
behaviour and emotion.
Alzheimer’s disease and vascular dementia are the most common types of dementia,
responsible for up to 90% of cases of dementia.
Symptoms may include:
• loss of memory
• difficulty in finding the right words or understanding what people are saying
• difficulty in performing previously routine tasks
• personality and mood changes
Dementia knows no social, economic or geographical boundaries. Although each person
will experience dementia in their own way, eventually those affected are unable to care for
themselves and need help with all aspects of daily life. There is currently no cure for most
types of dementia, but treatments, advice, and support are available.
Stigma
• Lack of knowledge about dementia leads to inaccurate assumptions about its effects
on the person and their family and negative stereotypes about how a person with
dementia will behave.
• Talking about dementia leads to better planning and to the access of supports and
services to improve the life of people living with dementia and their caregivers and
families.
Statistics
 There are over 50 million people around the world living with dementia.
 564,000 Canadians are currently living with dementia
 Someone in the world develops dementia every 3 seconds.
 25,000 new cases of dementia diagnosed every year in Canada.
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Dementia - continued
 Almost 80% of the general public are concerned about developing dementia at some

point and 1 in 4 people think that there is nothing we can do to prevent dementia.
 Over 50% of caregivers globally say their health has suffered as a result of their caring

responsibilities even whilst expressing positive sentiments about their role.
 Almost 62% of healthcare providers worldwide think that dementia is part of normal
aging.
If you are living with dementia:
Remember that you don’t have to be alone. It is possible to live more positively with
dementia than is often the public perception, by seeking support from your family and
friends, health and social workers and from the Alzheimer association in your community.
If you are worried about developing dementia:
Speak to your doctor about any concerns. Alzheimer associations in many countries provide
support with seeking a diagnosis and living with dementia, as well as information on risk
reduction and help to find support groups.
If you are a caregiver:
Caring for someone with dementia can be challenging. It is also important to take care of
your own physical and mental health needs as this will make a big difference to the
wellbeing of yourself and the person you are caring for. Don’t be afraid to ask for help.
As a society:
Alzheimer associations and self-advocacy organizations encourage awareness of the social
and personal impact of dementia. Dementia is not a normal part of aging. Understanding
the experiences of those affected remains important to support inclusion, empowerment
and respect.
Adapted from: Alzheimer's
Disease International. Call Eva,
Seniors Support Coordinator, at
604-787-1242 if you require more
information.

Please visit the Alzheimer
Society of BC website for
valuable resources:
https://alzheimer.ca/en/bc
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Prostate Cancer Awareness
Prostate Cancer Awareness Month: Prevention and Screening
September is Prostate Cancer Awareness Month – an opportunity
to increase awareness and educate Canadians about one of the
most common cancers in men. Within Canada, prostate cancer is
the most diagnosed non-skin cancer in men and the third leading
cause of cancer-related death in this group. So, what can be done
to prevent it and what does the research say about screening options?
Living a healthy, active lifestyle is an important part of prevention for many cancers, including prostate
cancer. Eating a nutritious and balanced diet, full of fruits, vegetables, and fibre, and low in red and
processed meats can reduce your chance of getting cancer.
In terms of screening and detection, the conversation will likely include the prostate-specific antigen
(PSA) test. However, research suggests that there are benefits and harms associated with PSA testing.
Your physician will help you determine if PSA testing is the best course of action based on your personal
preferences and individual circumstances (including ethnicity, family history of disease, and other risk
factors). Decision aids in the form of brief booklets are also available to help you make informed choices
about tough issues such as prostate cancer screening.
While lower urinary tract symptoms are common, especially in older men, one of the most common
causes of an obstruction is an enlarged prostate, which can lead to issues if left untreated. If you
experience symptoms, including difficulty urinating, urinating too often, or find that you are getting up
frequently at night to urinate, talk to your doctor about your testing and treatment options.
Cancer prevention starts with a healthy lifestyle and being in tune with your body and any irregularities
can help with early detection. If you are considering screening for prostate cancer, consult your physician
to evaluate whether it is suitable for you. To learn more about prostate cancer and cancer prevention,
check out the resources below.
Blog Post: Screening for prostate cancer: What you should know about the PSA test
Blog Post: 'Plumbing' problems? Ultrasound an easier way to detect bladder obstructions
Blog Post: Improved treatments provide relief for men with lower urinary tract symptoms
Blog Post: A healthy diet can reduce your risk of cancer
Web Resource Rating: Prostate cancer: Screening
Web Resource Rating: Prostate cancer: Should I choose active surveillance?
Patient Decision Aid: Prostate Cancer Screening: Should I Have a PSA Test?
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Brain Teasers
Taken from Readers Digest

Solving logic problems boosts brain power, keeps your memory
strong, and entertains everyone to no end. Exercise your brain and
see how many you can figure out!
1.

A man is looking at a photograph of someone. His friend asks who it is.
The man replies, “Brothers and sisters, I have none. But that man’s
father is my father’s son.” Who was in the photograph?

2.

What is special about these words: job, polish, herb?

3.

A man pushes his car to a hotel and tells the owner he’s bankrupt.
Why?

4.

You are in a room that has three switches and a closed door. The switches
control three light bulbs on the other side of the door. Once you open the
door, you may never touch the switches again. How can you definitively tell
which switch is connected to each of the light bulbs?

5.

Forrest left home running. He ran a ways and then turned left, ran the same distance
and turned left again, ran the same distance and turned left again. When he got
home, there were two masked men. Who were they?

6.

A sundial has the fewest moving parts of any timepiece. Which has the most?

7.

What makes this number unique: 8,549,176,320?

8.

Arnold Schwarzenegger has a long one. Michael J. Fox has a short one.
Madonna does not use hers. Bill Clinton always uses his. The Pope never uses
his. What is it?

ANSWERS: 1. His son. 2. They are pronounced differently when the first letter is capitalized. 3.
He’s playing Monopoly. 4. Turn on the first two switches. Leave them on for five minutes. Once
five minutes has passed, turn off the second switch, leaving one switch on. Now go through the
door. The light that is still on is connected to the first switch. Whichever of the other two is warm
to the touch is connected to the second switch. The bulb that is cold is connected to the switch that
was never turned on. 5. The catcher and the umpire. 6. An hourglass—It has thousands of grains
of sand. 7. It has each number, zero through nine, listed in alphabetical order. 8. Their surname.
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Brain Teasers - continued
1. This, not that
Matt is a bit odd. He likes only certain things. Can you figure
out why he likes what he does from the following clues?






He likes gum, but not mints.
He likes the beach, but not the ocean.
He likes cotton, but not wool.
He likes medicine, but not doctors.
He likes crystal, but not quartz.

2. True blue
Daniel, Emily, Marciano, and Christina are all wearing solidcolored shirts. The colors of their four shirts are red, yellow,
green, and blue. Only the person wearing blue tells the truth,
while the other three lie. They make the following
statements:
Daniel: “Marciano is wearing red.”
Emily: “Daniel is not wearing yellow.”
Marciano: “Emily is wearing blue.”
Christina: “I’m going to wear blue tomorrow.”
Can you determine each person’s shirt color, and whether we can expect to see Christina in
blue tomorrow?

3. Summer camp
Abigail, Oliver, Rosa, and Blake all attend the same
summer camp, where they can cook, kayak, rock
climb, and zip-line. Each child has a different favorite
activity. Can you figure out who likes what best
based on the following clues?





Abigail’s favorite activity isn’t rock climbing.
Oliver is afraid of heights.
Rosa can’t do her favorite activity without a harness.
Blake likes to keep his feet on the ground at all times.
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Brain Teasers - continued
4. Shorthanded
Which cards are missing in the third and fourth
hands?

5. Opposite day
In each of the following pairs of words, switch
one letter from the first word with one letter
from the second word to form pairs of
opposites. The switched letters can come from
anywhere in either word.

6. Double trouble

Rephrase each item below as a
pair of rhyming words.
Hint: A phrase’s number is also
the number of syllables in each
word in the answer.
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Brain Teasers - Answers
1. This, not that
Matt likes types of balls (gumball, beach ball, etc.).

2.

True blue

Daniel is wearing yellow, Emily is in red, Marciano is in
green, and Christina is in blue. Christina will wear a blue
shirt again tomorrow.

3. Summer Camp
Abigail likes to zip-line, Oliver likes to kayak, Rosa likes
to rock climb, and Blake likes to cook.

4. Shorthanded
Each hand has all four suits. The number on the
fourth card in each hand is the sum of the
numbers on the first and third cards, and the
number on the second card is the sum of the numbers on the first and fourth cards.

5. Opposite day

6. Double trouble
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Ivor’s Quiz - “Four”
1. Name the four ghosts who visited Ebenezer Scrooge?
2. List the four major golf tournaments?
3. Identify the four colours used in the game of croquet?
4. Name the four members of “The Monkees”?
5. List the four London stations that are found on a standard Monopoly
board?
6. Name the four attendees at the Mad Tea Party in Alice’s Adventures?
7. Name the four blood groups?
8. Name the four US Presidents who were assassinated?
9. Name the four types of column of classical architecture?
10. List the four Teletubbies?
11. Name the four US states that begin with the letter I?
12. Name the four major Balearic Islands?
13. Name the four houses at Harry Potter’s Hogwarts ?
14. List the four bones found in the human leg (not the foot)?
15. Name the four main characters in Louisa May Alcott’s
“Little Women”?
16. Name the four classical elements?
17. List the four “c”s used to describe the characteristics of a diamond?
18. Name the four Horsemen of the Apocalypse?
19. Name the four biblical evangelists?
20. Name the four US Presidents seen at Mount Rushmore?
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Just for Laughs

Q: Why don't cats play poker in the jungle? A: There are too many cheetahs.
Visiting his parents' retirement village in Florida, Tim, went for a swim in the community pool while his
elderly father took a walk. Tim struck up a conversation with the only other person in the pool, a fiveyear-old boy. After a while, Tim's father returned from his walk and called out, "I'm ready to leave."
Tim then turned to his new friend and announced that he had to leave because his father was calling.
Astonished, the wide-eyed little boy cried, "You're a kid?"
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Ivor’s Quiz - Answers
1. Name the four ghosts who visited Ebenezer Scrooge?
Jacob Marley, Christmas Past, Christmas Present and Christmas Yet to Come
2. List the four major golf tournaments?
US Masters, US Open, The Open and US PGA
3. Identify the four colours used in the game of croquet? Black, Blue, Red and Yellow
4. Name the four members of “The Monkees”?
Davy Jones, Mickey Dolenz, Peter Tork and Michael Nesmith
5. List the four London stations that are found on a standard Monopoly board?
Kings Cross, Marylebone, Fenchurch Street and Liverpool Street
6. Name the four attendees at the Mad Tea Party in Alice’s Adventures?
Alice, The Doormouse, The Hatter and the March Hare
7. Name the four blood groups? A, B, O and AB
8. Name the four US Presidents who were assassinated?
Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, and Kennedy
9. Name the four types of column of classical architecture?
Tuscan, Ionic, Doric and Iona
10. List the four Teletubbies? Tinky Winky, Dipsy, Laa-Laa and Po
11. Name the four US states that begin with the letter I? Idaho, Illinois, Indiana and Iowa
12. Name the four major Balearic Islands?
Majorca, Minorca, Ibiza and Formentera
13. Name the four houses at Harry Potter’s Hogwarts ?
Griffindor, Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff and Slytherin
14. List the four bones found in the human leg (not the foot)? Femur, Tibia, Fibula and Patella
15. Name the four main characters in Louisa May Alcott’s “Little Women”?
Amy, Beth, Jo and Meg
16. Name the four classical elements? Air, Earth, Fire and Water
17. List the four “c” s used to describe the characteristics of a diamonds?
Carat, Clarity, Colour and Cut
18. Name the four Horsemen of the Apocalypse?
Pestilence, War, Famine and Death
19. Name the four biblical evangelists? Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
20. Name the four US Presidents seen at Mount Rushmore?
Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt
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Tech Resources
If you are interested in becoming more comfortable and proficient using your iPad or
iPhone, here is a great opportunity.....

Gluu Essentials
Classes start September 22 so sign up today!
The premier online training for seniors who want to figure out their iPhone or iPad. Thanks to
funding from the Government of Canada, Gluu Essentials is 100% free for all Canadian seniors.
Go, Canada!

Easily the most complete training designed to help seniors learn to use an
iPad or iPhone
Our highly acclaimed classes, attended by more than 16,000 seniors, are now a
comprehensive online training program. It’s called Gluu Essentials. Using self-paced
videos and live Q&A sessions means no scheduling pressure. Repeat lessons as often as
you need to master these essential digital skills.
Your host, Gluu founder Linda Fawcus, expertly guides you through five classes that teach
the essentials. Each class is organized into easily digestible video lessons with step-bystep instructions covering every major feature of your iPad or iPhone. Join the Gluu
Community in our live Q&A sessions and get answers to your questions.
Let’s face it. You could spend a lifetime trying to figure out the best way to use your
mobile device. Or, you could learn what you need from Gluu Essentials in just a few
hours. By learning the essentials, you’ll have the knowledge and confidence to do more
with your iPad or iPhone.
Gluu Essentials is only offered a few times a year. Android classes are coming in 2021.

Click this link to sign up for iPhone or
iPad or both:
https://gluusociety.org/fall-classes/
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Tech Resources
If you would like to learn more about using your iPad, check out ElderCollege Delta’s
classes right here in Tsawwassen!

Apple iPad - Selected Topics
Presenter: Geoff Eldred (Returning Presenter)
The following four courses are particularly suitable for anyone who is not a total beginner, uses an iPad regularly
but wants to become more proficient in a selected topic or App. Participants have the option of registering for
one or more of these “selected topics” classes below. You should not register in any of these classes if you are
new to an iPad.
Please call our office to sign up for a class:
604-943-0262
Cost: $10 per session
Class size: max 6
Location for all classes: ElderCollege Learning Centre - Tsawwassen Town Centre Mall (across from Centre Stage
and beside Joe’s Produce)
Covid restrictions in place (social distancing, mandatory masks)

Apple iPad - Camera and Photos Only
Wednesday, Sept 23 10:00am-Noon
This topic will include: using the camera and taking photos, storage and organization of photos; basic editing
such as cropping, changing lighting, adding text; creating and sharing simple videos and panoramic shots and
emailing photos and posting to social media.

Apple iPad - Email Only
Wednesday, Sept 30 10:00am-Noon
This topic will include: setting up and maintaining email accounts; composing messages including using the
Contacts List; correct use of “cc” and “bcc”; keyboard options and shortcuts; filing saved messages in folders;
sending and downloading photos and documents; and saving and storing received attachments.

Apple iPad - Web Browsing and Using Apps Only
Wednesday, Oct 7 10:00am-Noon
This topic will include: effective search methods; bookmarking and saving favourite web pages; following
‘links’ on pages; highlighting, copying and saving key information; searching travel and shopping sites for
price comparisons and using specific Apps for browsing shortcuts.

Apple iPad – Using iPad “Tips” and Other Apps You Should Try
Wednesday, Oct 14 2:00-4:00pm (please note different time of day from other classes)
This topic will include: using iPad’s built-in App “TIPS”, Apps for books and newspapers, watching TV, playing
music, communicating with others and exploring new features on your iPad.
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It’s Harvest Time!
Try these delicious recipes from
Zesty Yellow Bean and Almond Salad

Balsamic Golden Beet Salad with Goat Cheese

1/4 cup almonds

4–5 medium size golden beets

1 lb. yellow wax beans, trimmed

1/4 cup olive oil

Salt and freshly ground pepper, to taste

2 tbsp white balsamic vinegar

1 Tbs. extra-virgin olive oil

1 tbsp honey

2 Tbs. chopped fresh herbs such as basil, oregano, or
tarragon

1 tsp Dijon mustard

Grated zest and juice of 1 lemon

2 tbsp chopped parsley

salt and pepper, to taste
mixed baby greens

Preheat an oven to 350°F. Spread the almonds on a
baking sheet, transfer to the oven, and toast until lightly
browned, about 10 minutes. Let cool, then coarsely chop
the almonds. Cut the beans in half on the diagonal. Bring
a large saucepan of lightly salted water to a boil. Have a
large bowl of ice water ready. Add the beans to the
boiling water and cook until just tender, 3 to 4 minutes.
Drain the beans and transfer to the ice water to cool.
Drain well and place in a large bowl. Add the olive oil,
herbs, lemon zest and lemon juice to the beans. Stir to
mix well, then season with salt and pepper. Transfer the
beans to a platter, top with the almonds and serve!

3-4 tbsp goat cheese
Preheat oven to 400°F. Scrub beets to remove all dirt.
Pat dry with a paper towel. Wrap in aluminum foil and
roast for 50 minutes – 1 hour. Remove beets from oven
and let cool enough to handle. Remove skin and slice
beets. In a small mixing bowl, whisk together olive oil,
vinegar, Dijon mustard, honey, salt, and pepper. Arrange
sliced beets over a bed of baby greens. Top with
crumbled goat cheese and parsley. Pour vinaigrette over
salad and toss to combine. Can be enjoyed warm or
cold!

Rainbow Heirloom Tomato Bruschetta

Easy Transparent Apple Crisp

1 lb assorted heirloom tomatoes (preferably a mix
of colors), cut into 1/2-inch pieces

4-5 transparent apples, sliced

1/4 cup high-quality extra-virgin olive oil

½ teaspoon ground cinnamon, optional

Salt and freshly ground pepper, to taste

1 ½ cup brown sugar

1 small fresh baguette, cut in half horizontally

¾ cup all-purpose flour

1 garlic cloves, peeled

½ cup salted butter

1 tablespoon granulated sugar

½ small red onion, quartered and thinly sliced
1/2 cups fresh basil leaves

Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C).
Place the apples into an ungreased 7x11-inch baking
dish and sprinkle with the granulated sugar and
cinnamon, if using. Stir until apples are coated with the
sugar mixture. In a separate bowl, mix together the
brown sugar and flour. Cut butter into little pieces and
work into the flour/sugar mixture until the texture is
crumbly. Sprinkle the topping evenly over the apples.
Bake in the preheated oven until the apples are bubbling
and the topping is lightly browned, 45 to 60 minutes.
Serve hot with a scoop of vanilla ice cream!

Preheat the grill or broiler to
high. Combine tomatoes, olive
oil, salt, and pepper in a large
bowl. Toast cut side of baguette
halves on grill or under broiler 1
to 2 minutes. While still hot, lightly rub the cut
surface of the bread with garlic. Spoon tomato
mixture over bread with a slotted spoon, then
sprinkle on the onion. Tear basil into pieces, and
scatter on top. Slice each baguette half into 3- or 4inch-long pieces and serve!
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Just for Laughs
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